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Introduction

We have given, in [3], the structure of right artinian rings satisfying the
following conditions: i) the Jacobson radical of a ring is square zero and
ii) every submodule of a direct sum of hollow (local) modules is also a direct
sum of hollow modules. The latter property cited above implies that every
maximal submodule of a direct sum of ί+1-copies of a hollow module with
length t contains a direct summand.

In this paper, we shall study this property for any right artinian ring, and
reproduce, in §1, the results similar to ones in [3] without the assumption
that the Jacobson radical is square zero. In §2 we shall give a characterization
of some rings in terms of the property above.

1 Property (**)

Let R be a ring with identity. In this paper, every Λ-module is a unitary
right .R-module. Let M be an /2-module. We shall denote the Jacobson
radical of M byJ(M) and the radical of R by / or /(/?), respectively. Through-
out this paper we assume that R is a right artinian (semi-perfect) ring and every
Λ-module M has the finite composition length, which we denote by | M \. If M
has a unique maximal submodule J(M), M is called hollow (local). In this
case M^eR/A for a primitive idempotent e and a right ideal A in eR.

Given a family N={Ni}\=l of (hollow) modules, we denote by ΐ>(N) the

direct sum Σ θ-W/ If N—N for a fixed module N, we indicate this by N(t\
ί = l

We have studied in [3] the following property:

(**) Every maximal submodule of D(N) contains a non-zero direct summand
o/D(N).

Since the above property is preserved by Morita equivalence, we may assume
that R is a basic ring. Hence, from now on, we assume that R is a right ar-
tinian and basic ring. Let ΛΓ be a hollow module with finite length. We
put N=NIJ(N), and S (=SN)=EndR(N). Then Δ=EndR(N) is a division
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ring. We have the natural homomorphism φ of S into Δ. It is clear that
ker φ=J(S) and im φ is a subdivision ring of Δ, because \N\ <°o. We put

im φ=SN(=S). We assume D=D(Njy n)=Σθ#iί®Σ®N2l ® ®Σ®#«,
* i i

where Nkl*&Nki and Ntlφ2Vyι if z'Φ j. Let M be a maximal submodule of D.

Then M^>J(D) and M=M/J(D) is expressed as Λf=ΣθΛf, , where M, is

a maximal submodule of Σ Φ ̂ i* f°r some / and Λfj—Σ ®Njk for j Φi. There-

fore, when we study the property (**), we may assume Ni^N1 for all ί. We
shall identify all EndR(Ni) and denote them by Δ. Then D=D/J(D) is a Δ-
vector space and M contains a subspace M' which is a maximal subspace of

Σ®N, for some k (if>3), (cf. [3] §2). Hence M contains a submodule M'

maximal in Σ @Nit Thus we obtain the following:

Lemma 1. Le* ΛΓ={ΛΓί}*lι be a family of hollow modules with finite length.

If D(N') satisfies (**) for a subfamily #•'= {#,}?_! o/ ΛΓ w#A k'>k^2, so does
D(N) (for the case Λ=l, see Theorem 6 below).

Since R is semi-perfect, N^eR/A for a primitive idempotent £ and a right
ideal yl in eR. Then Δ=eRe/eJe and *Sf

Λr— {^e^/2^|^C^4}. We sometimes
denote S^ by Δ(^4).

We have defined a max. quasiprojective module in [2], This is nothing
but Δ— S# in our case.

Theorem 1. Let N be a hollow module with \N\ <°o. Then the following
conditions are equivalent:

1) N is a max. quasiprojective.
2) N(2) has the lifting property of simple modules modulo the radical (see

3) N(n) has the above property for

4) N& satisfies (**).

Proof. It is clear from [1], [2], except 4).
l)<-»4). This is clear from Theorem 2 below.

From Theorem 1 we are interested in case where Δ1$SN=S. We may
assume that Δ is a right S-vector space and we denote the dimension of Δ by

[A: S].

Theorem 2 ([3], Lemma 5). Let N, Δ, and S be as above. Then [Δ: S]
=k<oo if and only if Wk+l> satisfies (**), but Mk> does not.

We shall give a more general result than Theorem 2. Let NI and N2 be
hollow modules with I-Λ/ΊI < |ΛΓ2 | <oo. We assume N^N2. We shall identify
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N1 and N2 and denote End#(2VΊ) by Δ. Then we have the natural mapping
φ ofHomR(N2, Λ^i) into Δ. Put im φ=A(N2 NJ which is a right S#2-subsρace
ofΔ. We can express N—eR/A; i=l,2. Then \A,\^\A2\ and HomR(N2, N,)

Theorem 2'. Let Nλ and N2 be hollow modules with finite length (N^N2).
If [Δ/Δ(N2, Nλ): SN2]<k D=N(

2

k'll)®N1 satisfies (**). Conversely, if D satis-
fies (**) and \N2\ > \N,\ 'then [Δ/Δ(ΛΓ2 Nj:

Proof. We assume first |ΛΓ2 | > |Λ^|. We may assume Ni=eR/Ai for
ί=l,2. Put D=eRIA2® — ®eRIA2®eR/A1. Assume D satisfies (**).
Let {δj, 52, •••, SA+1} be any set of elements in Δ. We shall express every ele-
ment in D as (άl9 ά2ί ••-, άk+ly άk+2), where the af are in eR and δf is the residue
class of *z, in eR/A. Take #!=(£, 0, •••, δ, \)< cc2=(δί e, δ, •••, 0, S2), •••, αA+1

— (o, •••, o, ,̂ ^+ι) Let M be the submodule of D generated by {tfjίίl and
the elements mJ(D). Then M is a maximal submodule of D. Put D=DjJ(D)
I^M=M/J(D). M contains a non-zero direct summand Mx of D by (**).
We may assume that M1 is indecomposable and hence cyclic. Let β be its

generator. Then /?=tf1j1+α2j>2+ •" Jrθίk+1yk+1

Jrj\ where the y{ are in eR and
j is in J(D). Since β^J(D\ we may assume that the y{ are in eRe and jiφo
(/? is basic). Consider an epimorphism ψ of eR onto /3^Jf? given by setting

ψ(r)=βr: r(ΞeR. Put β=(gyι+jl9 ey2+j2, •••, gyk+ι+jk+ι, 1̂+^2+ —
Jτ^k+ιyk+ιJΓJk+2)y where the^ are in ej, and put z=ey1-\-j\. Let x be in ker ψ.
Then ^Λ?=^Λ?e-42. Hence Λre^β)"1^ and so \Mλ\ > |/8βlZ| = |^Λ/ker ψ| >

I^/Z/^)"1^! = \eRIA2\. Since |^1Z/-42| > k^/^il and Ml is an indecomposa-
ble direct summand of Z), \Ml\<\eRfA2\. Hence | Λfj | = | β/?/-42 1 , which
implies ker ψ=(ze}~lA2. Therefore (eyi

Jτji)(zeγlA2

(^A2 for i=2t •••, Λ+l

and (S1(y!+ ••• +δΛ+1^+1+Λ+2) (ze^A^A^. Accordingly, φ((ey{-\-jϊ) (ze)-1)
and 9>((δ1j;1+ - +δ,+Λ+1+/A+2)(^)-1)-δ1+δ2j2^-1+ -

2» Λ)- Hence [Δ/Δ (Λ> Λ): Δ(^2)]<A. Conversely, we

assume that [Δ/Δ(-/J2> A): Δ(^42)]<Λ and M a maximal submodule of D. Then
Mz>/(D). Let 7Γ, be the projection of D onto the i-th component. If τry(M)

=0 for some /, M=^ ®Ni®J(Nj). Hence we may assume 7r,(M)4=0 for

all j. Then M contains a basis {αi, &2y •••, α^+i} as above. Since [Δ/Δ(^42,

]<^, there exists a set {yly y2, •••, yk+ι} in Δ(^42) such that ΣS^

Hence M contains an element /8=Σ«f3Ί =(Λ> 3^2» " ι Λ+n Σ^fJΊ )> an<l
so M contains a direct summand of D by [3], Lemma 17. If we put Ni=N2

in the theorem, then we have Theorem 2. Finally we assume \N2\<\N1\.

Then there are no epimorphisms of N2 onto Nl9 and so Δ(ΛΓ2, N1)=0. Hence

[Δ/Δ(ΛΓ2, Λ/Ί): S^J=[Δ: SN2]*ζk. Therefore D(k+2) satisfies (**) by Theorem

2 and Lemma 1.
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The argument given in [3], §3 shows that the converse part in Theorem
2' does not hold without the assumption \N2\ > \Nι\.

Theorem 3. Let {N{} {.i (£>2) be a set of hollow modules. Assume \N>\
= | Λ / ι l , Ni**Nι and [Δ: SN.]=k<o° for all i. Put D=N^®N2^® - θ
Nf*\ where k+l=^siy and *,.>!. Then D satisfies (**) if and only if Nt

^Nlfor alii.

Proof. If N^N! for all ί, then D(Niy k+l) satisfies (**) by Theorem 2.
Conversely, assume the property above. Since t^2 and *Σs~k+ly st^k.
We shall first show that some two of {Λft }Lι are isomorphic to each other.
According to Theorem 2 there exists a maximal submodule M0 of Nt

(S*\ which
contains no non-zero direct summands of Nf*\ It is clear that M0 is generated

ί
by /(ΛΓ/V) and the set of elements {#,=(0, •••, £, ό, •••, S^eAfW}, where
the Stk are elements of eRe. Let {δ ,̂ Sl2, •••, SIS|.} be a set of independent
elements of Δ over SNi for i*ζt— 1. We can assume Ni=eR/Ai. Let M be

ty
the submodule of D generated by {aij=(δ, •••, £, 0, •••, S, y)}ί-ι./-iι where &ί;

=$!+ •*• +^ -ι+y and J(^) As in the proof of Theorem 2', put β=(eyn

+/n, —, 0yιS]+/ιSl, —, ey,„-!+/tst-l9 $iiyn+ — +Sίίί-1^ίs/-ι+/jk+ι) and assume
that the direct summand M! of D, and hence of M, is generated by β. Then
M1=βR=βeR+(M1 Π J(D))=βeR+J(Ml}=βeR. Since /3$ J_φ), some j^ is
not in eje. Assume first that jy,y=o for all ι<ί—1. Then M^Nf**. Let
πr and τr0 be the projections of Z) onto Ml and the /th component of -ZV/V,
respectively. Since j?o Φo for some y, ^^(Λf^ΦO. Hence, M! being isomor-
phic to some Npj M^Nt. Since jt; =o for i^t— 1, β=j+θy where j'e

/(Σ Θ^V)> «=Σ^«+(o, -, o,/Λ, .-,Λ+1)eM0cJV^. Hence M1=̂ 1Z
ί*Sί-l

is epimorphic to M$=θeRy and so |MJ > |Mf|. Noting that π(M$)=
π(M1)=M1 and M1 is hollow, we know that π\M$ is an epimorphism, and
hence π\Mf is an isomorphism. Therefore Z) = M^0ker TT, and so M?
(c;M0) is a direct summand of Λ^(S'}, which is a contradiction. Accordingly,
j;0 Φo for some ί<ί—1, say ί==/=l. If J>MΦo for pφl, ^(M^ΦO. Hence
N^M^Np. Assume J^9—o for all ^>Φ1 and all q. Then we have the situa-
tion similar to the proof of Theorem 2', and obtain y^yTi^^A^. Therefore
διι^n+δ12ji2 •" +Sisl;VιSίΦo, and so r^/M^ΦO, which means N^M^N^
Thus we have shown that some two of {ΛfJLi are isomorphic to each other.
Hence we can show the theorem by induction on t.

From the proof above we have

Theorem 4. Let ΛΓj and N2 be hollow modules with N^N2. Assume
I JV2 | H^il and [Δ: SNJ=k. Then N^N2 if and only if D(k+l)=N2

k)®N1

satisfies (**).
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Theorem 5. Let {JVJJ.i (t>2) be a set of hollow modules. Assume \N{\
= l#i l , Nt**ffl9 and [Δ: SNi]>kt<com If NJU&NJV® ... ©#/**> satisfies
(**), then some two of {-ΛfJ'.i #re ίsomorphic to each other.

2 Direct sums of hollow modules with same length

We assume again that R is a right artinian ring.

Theorem 6. Let N be a set of representatives of the isomorphism classes
of hollow modules. Then there holds the following:

1) Every N^N satisfies (**) if and only if R is semi-simple.
2) Every Nλ ®N2 (N{ <Ξ N) satisfies (**) if and only if R is right serial.

Proof. 1) Let e be an arbitrary primitive idempotent in R. If (**) is
satisfied then eR is hollow and hence £/=0, which proves that R is semi-simple.

2) If R is right serial then, for any N^N, N^eR/A with a primitive idem-
potent e and a characteristic submodule A of eR. Hence Δ(^4)=Δ, and there-
fore every ^ΘΛΓ2 (N^N) satisfies (**) by Theorem 2. Conversely, if every

(NiGfί) satisfies (**) then, by Theorems 2 and 4, Δ=A(A) and eR/A
for any primitive idempotent e and maximal submodules A and B in

ej. Hence B=xA for some unit element x in eRe. In view of [3], Proposition
1, we may assume that J2— 0. Then, since Δ=Δ(^4), we have B=xA=A.
Therefore R is right serial.

Theorem 7. Let N' be a set of hollow modules such that | ΛΓf | = | Nj \ and
N^Nj for all Nh Nj^Nf. Then all N,®N2®N3 satisfy (**), but not all

; <Ξ N'), if and only if N1 satisfies either
a) all N in N' are isomorphίc to each other and [Δ: SN]=2, or
b) Δ=SN for all N^N' and N' contains excctly two isomorphism classes.

Proof. This is immediate from Lemma 1 and Theorems 3, 4 and 5.

Theorem 8. Let N' be as in Theorem 7. Then all
satisfy (**), but not all N1®N2φN3 (N^N'), if and only if N' satisfies one of
the following:

a) All N in N' are isomorphic to each other and [Δ: S#]=3.
b) There are no N in Nf such that [Δ: SN]= 3, and if 1=1 or 2 then Nf

contains exactly one isomorphism class of N such that [Δ: SN]=l.
c) Δ=SN for all N^N' and N' contains exactly three isomorphism classes.

Proof. This is also easy by Lemma 1 and Theorems 3, 4 and 5.

The following example will illustrate what Theorem 8 intends to expose.

Example 1. Let n be a positive integer. Let A be a field, and x an in-
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determinate. Put L=k(x) and Ki=k(xi). Considering L as a ^-vector
space, for any hyper-subspaces V and V in L we can show directly that

I #Fc V} =Ki and yV= V for some y in L. Put

R =

-UL
L L - L L L L

Ki2

where ί,Φί, if p=tq.

anc*

Then β ι = ®L
* ί=1

if (/>, ί)Φ(/>', #')•

Pq, where Lpq
(Q, 0, •••, L, 0, — ),

Hence, every maximal sub-

\/
module in enj is of the form Apq=(Q, L, •••, L, F, L, •••), where F is a hyper-
subspace of L over Kip. Further, Apq=enyenA'pq for some y in L and Δ(^4M)
=Kip. Therefore, for each / there exist exactly n{ non-isomorphic classes
of maximal submodules Nj in enj such that [Δ: Δ(JVy)]=/; .

Theorem 9. L ί̂ R be a commutative and local artinian ring and let N
be a set of representatives of the isomorphism classes of serial modules with length
two. In case R/J is infinite, if there exists a natural number n such that all N1

ΘΛΓ20 ••• ®Nn (NSGN) satisfy (**) then R is a serial ring, and conversely.
In case R/J is finite, there exists a natural number n such that all

®Nn satisfy?*).

Proof. Let K=R/J and J/J2= with simple ^-modules If

K is infinite, then A^A2 contains infinitely many submodules isomorphic to
AI. Hence ^V is infinite provided m>2. Therefore JIJ2^=Al if and only if
there exists a natural number n such that all Nλ®N2® ••• ®Nn (N^N) satisfy
(**), and hence by [3], Proposition 1, if and only if R is serial. If K is finite,
then J/J2 is also finite. Hence N contains m modules, and therefore all Λ/Ί

ΘΛΓ2Θ - 0#e+i satisfy (**).

Similarly, we can prove

Theorem 10. Let R be a local algebra of finite dimension over an algebra-
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ίcally closed field. Let N be a representative set of the isomorphism classes of

serial modules with length two. Then there exists a natural number n such that

all N,®N2® ••• ®NH(N^N) satisfy (**) if and only if R is right serial.

The author would like to express his hearty thanks to the referee who

was patient to make up the original manuscript understandable.
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